
Boras SE 3Connecting Commons – 
Urban production in lively neighbourhoods along blue-green connections

The green connection extends from the river to the textile factory with the greenhouse on the roof.

View along the street Ålandsgatan looking towards the neighbourhood square during Göta neighbourhood festival.

Phasing, implementation strategy and adaptation possibilities for unknown futures of Göta

View along river bank path parallel to the street Mårtensgatan – Skater park and other leisure activities along the Viskan banks
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Resoures
Development of the area above the river Development of the area below the ver

Mobility
cycle paths along the waterfront 
with direct connection to the city

Social Aspects
Conversion of the textile and shoe factory
Greenhouse on top of the textile factory
Creating landmarks

reactivation of the area through 
festivals

Relocation of the existing companies
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RESOURCES

MOBILITY

SOCIAL ASPECTS
Reactivation of the 
area through creative festi-
val and textile flea market

Temporal relocation 
of on site companies

Temporal use of ground for 
creative industries and sports

Construction of dense cycling network 
and infrastructure along Viskan

Construction of northern Viskan site Construction of southern Viskan site

Conversion of the textile and shoe factory,
building greenhouse on top of the textile 
factory and dreating landmarks

Implementing all social and leisure pro-
grammes along Viskan

Relocation of on 
site companies 
back on site

E-Car-Sharing

Car sharing means being able 
to use a car without owning 
one. Carsharing makes sure 
that the users always find the 

right vehicle, be it for short 
trips, family outings or furniture 
purchases. It is part of a larger 
trend of shared mobility. With 

a decent fleet of electrical 
vehicals, loading periods are  

managed centrally and covert. 

Priority 3

Repair and Repurpose
Open-use groung floor areas, good possibilities to relate to public space, mixed 
heterogeneity, diverse uses, climate-sensitive design with urban green, microclimatic 
aspects and greening principles such as infiltration spaces, shading and green roofs

Multi-coded, flexible spaces

Increase vegetation, 
reduce sealing

Designing transitions, 
avoiding barriers

Frequency and Flexibility
Smarter mix of mobility forms, sensitive situation-related spatial reaction with typo-
logies to frequented streets, collective garages, e-mobility combined with car sha-
ring, open space as a social space instead of a parking space, recreation zones and 
movement zones designed according to velocities.

Create centralities

Networking modalities

Activate accesses, 
decrease scale

Permeability and Participation
Permeable structures, inclusive of neighbourhood, good 
orientation through deep visual links and clear lines of vision 
to the public space 

Strengthen, inclusive 
Neighbourhoods

Create recreational 
open space qualities

Creating orientation and 
connections
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Local energy from bio mass

Biomass is generally the 
organic matter produced by 

plants, animals and humans. 
Biomass for energetic purposes 
comes from agriculture, forestry 
and residual materials (waste). 

Biomass can occur in solid, 
liquid or gaseous form and 
is used to produce energy 

(heat, cold, electricity) and fuel 
(biodiesel, vegetable oils).

Retention areas and 
rainwater utilisation

A retention area is a term used 
in water management and 

refers to an area that is usually 
deeper than a watercourse and 
can be used as a flood area in 
the event of a flood runoff. The 
Lockschuppenpark is ideal as 

retentioan surface.

Wastewater management and 
local water treatment

Wastewater treatment is 
a process used to remove 

contaminants from wastewater 
or sewage and convert it into 
water that can be returned to 
the water cycle with minimum 
impact on the environment, or 

directly reused. 

Logistic Hub 

A logistics hub is a center or 
specific area designated to 

deal with activities related to 
transportation, organization, 

separation, coordination 
and distribution of goods for 

national and international 
transit, on a commercial basis 

by various operators.

Multimodal Hub

Multimodal hubs are places 
where passengers and cargo 

are exchanged between 
vehicles and between transport 

modes. Modern electronic 
passenger information systems 
and journey planners require 
a digital representation of the 
stops and transportation hubs.

Eatable quarter

The design of green spaces in 
the neighbourhood is mainly 
equipped with eatable plants. 
So you can grow orchards on 
the street, or herbs instead of 
grass. Also beekeepers and 

their urban beehives belong to 
the eatable quarter.

Neighbourhood energy 
consulting

Neighbours offer each other 
individual advice on the 

subject of energy and energy 
consumption in order to 

exchange experience and 
uncover potential energy 

savings.

Community gardens

A community garden is a 
single piece of land gardened 

collectively by a group of 
people. Community gardens 

utilize either individual or 
shared plots on private or 

public land while producing 
fruit, vegetables, and/or plants 

grown for their attractive 
appearance.
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How cool that there is this skate-
place at the water, skateboarding 
makes a lot more fun now and 
you meet a lot of new friends 
there!

Improving cycling connec-
tions along Viskan to city 
centre

Adapting bus frequency Connecting school to public 
transpirt and cycling routes

Implementing E-car-sharing facilities and  
the multimodal hub Implementing logistic hub 

Remediating old building 
structures for creative 
functions

Phyto-remediating of ground Reuse of on site maretials for skate parkReactivation of cement factory 
as climbing hall

Spatial principles
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